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1. Introduction

The main question which motivated this work is the following: How do conformal field theories

look like if studied from the point of view of a possibly existing integrable structure? There

are many quantum-field theoretical models of high interest for string theory and condensed

matter physics which are expected to have conformal invariance, but not enough chiral sym-

metry to make a solution in terms of standard methods of conformal field theory look realistic.

An interesting class of examples are nonlinear sigma modelswith targets being super-groups,

which have recently attracted considerable interest both from string theory and condensed mat-

ter physics. Some of these theories are expected to be integrable. It therefore seems reasonable

to expect that methods from the theory of integrable models can be used to understand the

spectrum of these theories.

Such a program immediately faces an obstacle: Up to now it seemed that key features of confor-

mal field theories like the factorization into left- and right-moving degrees of freedom are very

hard to see with the help of the integrable structure. Using the traditional approaches based on

the Bethe ansatz one usually has to go a rather long way until some of the features of conformal

invariance become visible. We therefore looked for a simple, but prototypical example where

we can improve on this state of affairs. The main point we wantto illustrate with the example

of Liouville theory is the following: The factorization into left- and right-movers can be made

manifest in a very transparent way already on the level of an integrable lattice regularization of

a conformal field theory.

The framework in which this turns out to be the case combines the use of Baxter’s Q-operators

with the Separation of Variables technique of Sklyanin [Sk85, Sk92, Sk95]. In the cases un-

der consideration we will explicitly construct Q-operatorsQ+(u) andQ�(u) which contain the
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conserved charges of left- and right-moving degrees of freedom, respectively. Within the Sep-

aration of Variables framework one may then represent an eigenstate ofQ+(u) andQ�(u) in

terms of a wave-function constructed directly out of the corresponding eigenvaluesq+(u) andq�(u). The combination of these two ingredients yields a quantum version of the Bäcklund

transformation from Liouville theory to free field theory, making the factorization into left- and

right-moving degrees of freedom transparent.

It also seems promising to view the integrable structure of conformal field theories as a useful

starting point for the study of massive integrable models. One may expect that the integrable

structure ”deforms smoothly” from the massless to the massive cases, but is simpler to study

in the massless limits. This point of view was developed in particular in the beautiful series of

works [BLZ1, BLZ2], where conformal field theories with central charge < 1 were studied.

One of our aims here is to study the counterpart of this theoryfor  > 1. The constructions

from [BLZ1] no longer work in this case due to more severe ultraviolet problems. We will use

an integrable lattice regularization to control such problems. This will also allow us study the

Sinh-Gordon model, Liouville theory and quantum KdV theoryin a uniform framework. We

will observe that key objects of the integrable structure like the Baxter Q-operators are indeed

related to each other by certain parametric limits.

The example chosen, Liouville theory, is of considerable interest in its own right. It has attracted

a lot of attention for more than 25 years now due to its connections with noncritical string

theory and two-dimensional quantum gravity (see [DGZ, GM] for reviews and references), as

an example for interesting non-rational conformal field theories [T01, T08b], and due to its

relations to the (quantized) Teichmüller spaces of Riemann surfaces [TT06, T07].

In the study of Liouville theory, the most popular approach so far was based on its conformal

symmetry, leading to a complete solution in the sense of the Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov

bootstrap approach [BPZ], see [CT82, GN84, DO92, ZZ96, PT99, T04] for some key steps in

this program, and [T01] for a more complete list of references. Understanding Liouville theory

from the point of view of its integrable structure has also attracted considerable interest in the

past, going back to [FT86], and more recently being developed in [FKV, FK02]. This approach

has also lead to beautiful results, see in particular [FK02].

What seemed somewhat unsatisfactory, however, was the lackof results that can be directly

compared with the conformal field theory approach. It is the second main aim of this paper to

re-derive the so-called reflection amplitude of Liouville theory with the help of its integrable

structure. The formula for this quantity had been conjectured in [DO92, ZZ96]. A derivation

for these conjectures was subsequently given in [T04]. Herewe are going to re-derive this result

in a completely different way, entirely based on the integrable structure of Liouville theory.

However, we feel that the interplay between conformal and integrable structures is still not
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completely understood. It seems particularly important tointegrate the lattice Virasoro algebra

[FV93] into the picture and to clarify the relations with thebeautiful work [BMS] where closely

related models of statistical mechanics were studied. Whatwe do hope, however, is that this

paper lays some useful groundwork which will ultimately lead to a better understanding of this

important subject.

This paper is intended to give a reasonably concise overviewover the main constructions, ideas

and results of our work. It is not self-contained. In order tomake the verification of our claims

possible, we either give sketches of the proofs or indicate references where similar arguments

can be found. A more detailed presentation is in preparation.

Note on notations:In order to distinguish objects associated to the three different models of interest, we

shall sometimes use subscripts likeOShG, OLiou orOKdV. However, to unload the notation we shall omit

these subscripts whenever it is clear from the context whichmodel is considered.

Acknowledgements.We would like to thank V. Bazhanov, A. Bobenko, R. Kashaev forstimulating

discussions. Many thanks also to L. Faddeev and V. Bazhanov for comments on the draft.

J.T. gratefully acknowledges support from the EC by the Marie Curie Excellence Grant MEXT-CT-2006-

042695. A.B. was supported in part by the RFBR under grants 07-02-92166 and 08-01-00638.

2. Definition of the lattice models

The aim of this section is to define three lattice models, corresponding to the Sinh-Gordon

model, Liouville theory and the scalar free field theory, respectively. Anticipating discussions

of its integrable structure we will refer to the scalar free field theory as KdV theory below.

2.1 Lattice discretization

The classical counterparts of the models in question are dynamical systems whose degrees of

freedom are described by the field�(x; t) defined for(x; t) 2 [0; R℄�R with periodic boundary

conditions�(x + R; t) = �(x; t). The dynamics of these models may be described in the

Hamiltonian form in terms of variables�(x; t), �(x; t), the Poisson brackets beingf�(x; t) ; �(x0; t) g = 2� Æ(x� x0) :
The time-evolution of an arbitrary observableO(t) is then given as�tO(t) = fH ; O(t) g ;
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with HamiltonianH being defined asH = Z R0 dx4� h(x) ; hShG = �2 + (�x�)2 + 8�� osh(2b�) ;hLiou = �2 + (�x�)2 + 4��e�2b� ;hKdV = �2 + (�x�)2 : (2.1)

In order to regularize the ultraviolet divergencies that arise in the quantization of these models

we will pass to integrable lattice discretizations. First discretize the field variables according to

the standard recipe �n � �(n�) ; �n � ��(n�) ;
where� = R=N is the lattice spacing. Quantization is then canonical: Thevariables�n, �n,n 2 Z=NZ are henceforth considered as operators with commutation relations[�n ; �m ℄ = 2�iÆn;m ; (2.2)

that can be realized in the usual way on the Hilbert spaceH � (L2(R))
N . As another conve-

nient set of variables let us introduce the operatorsfk defined asf2n � e�2b�n ; f2n�1 � e b2 (�n+�n�1�2�n�2�n�1) : (2.3)

This change of variables is invertible forN � 2L+1 odd. We will therefore restrict our attention

to this case in the following. The variablesfn satisfy the algebraic relationsf2n�1 f2n = q2 f2n f2n�1 ; q = e�ib2 ; fn fn+m = fn+m fn for m � 2 : (2.4)

These operators turn out to represent the initial data for time evolution in a particularly conve-

nient way, as we are going to discuss next.

2.2 Lattice dynamics

A beautiful way to define a suitable dynamics in these latticemodels was proposed by Faddeev

and Volkov in [FV94]. This approach was adapted to the lattice Liouville model in [FKV].

Space-time is replaced by the cylindric latticeL � � (�; �) ; � 2 Z=NZ ; � 2 Z ; � + � = even 	 :
The condition that� + � is even means that the lattice is rhombic: The lattice pointsclosest to(�; �) are(� � 1; � + 1) and(� � 1; � � 1). We identify the variablesfn with the initial values

of a discrete ”field”f�;� as f2r;0 � f2r ; f2r�1;1 � f2r�1 :
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One may then extend the definition recursively to all(�; �) 2 L byf�;�+1 � f� 12�;��1 � g��f��1;��g��f�+1;�� � f� 12�;��1 ; (2.5)

with functionsg defined respectively byg�(z) = �2 + z1 + �2zg�(z) = z1 + �2zg�(z) = z for the Sinh-Gordon model,

for Liouville theory,

for KdV theory.

(2.6)

where� plays the role of a scale-parameter of the theory. In the massive case it can be identified

with a certain function of the physical mass [T08a]. We referto [FV94] for a nice discussion

of the relation between the lattice evolution equation (2.5) and the classical Hirota equation,

explaining in particular how to recover the Sinh-Gordon equation in the classical continuum

limit.

In order to construct the unitary operatorsU that generate the time evolution above let us,

following [FKV] closely, introduce the special functionswb(x) and'(x) which are defined aswb(x) = � e�i2 x2'(x) ; '(x) = exp�ZR+i0 dt4t e�2itxsinh(bt) sinh(b�1t)� ; (2.7)

where� = e�i24 (b2+b�2). The special function'(x) has been introduced in a related context in

[F95]. All the relevant properties (zeros, poles, asymptotic behavior, functional relations) can

be found in [Vo05, BT06, BMS]. Out of these functions let us constructGv(e2�bx) = wb(v2 + x)wb(v2 � x)Gv(e2�bx) = ��1 e�i�2 (x+ v2 )2 wb�v2 � x�Gv(e2�bx) = ��2 e�i�2 (x+ v2 )2 e�i�2 (x� v2 )2 for the Sinh-Gordon model,

for Liouville theory,

for KdV theory.

(2.8)

Let us then consider the operatorU, defined asU = NYn=1G2s(f2n) � U0 � NYr=1G2s(f2n�1) ; (2.9)

whereU0 is the parity operator that acts asU0 � fk = f�1k � U0. The functionsG2s(z) satisfy the

functional relations G2s(qz) =G2s(q�1z) = g�(z) if � = e��bs ; (2.10)

whereGv andg� are chosen from (2.8) and (2.6) according to the case at hand.It easily follows

from (2.10) thatU is indeed the the generator of the time-evolution (2.5),f�;�+1 = U�1 � f�;��1 � U : (2.11)

One of our tasks is to exhibit the integrability of this discrete time evolution.
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2.3 Fock space representation

Classically the Hamiltonian density of KdV theory is the oneof a free field theory. The corre-

spondence with free field theory becomes manifest in the lattice model if we introduce lattice

analogs of the fieldseb(�t��x)� as follows [Ge85, Vo92]w+n = q f2n+1f�12n+2 ;w�n = q f2n+1f�12n ; w+�;� � q f�;� f�1�+1;��1 ;w��;� � q f�;� f�1��1;��1 : (2.12)

Note that the operatorsw+n , w�n satisfy the following commutation relations:w+nw�m = w�mw+n ; w+nw+m = !nmw+mw+n ;w�nw�m = !�1nmw�mw�n ; !nm � ( q2 sgn(m�n) if jn�mj = 1;1 if jn�mj 6= 1: (2.13)

The evolution generated by the operatorUKdV is represented in these variables asw+�;�+1 = w+��1;� ; w��;�+1 = w��+1;� : (2.14)

This means that that the variablesw+n andw�n represent the right and the left-moving degrees of

freedom respectively.

We will sometimes use an alternative representation for theHilbert spaceH which not only

makes the chiral factorization into left- and right-movingdegrees manifest for KdV-theory, but

will also be used in the discussion of Liouville theory. Keeping in mindN = 2L + 1 letp0 = 12�bN LXn=�L logw�n ; q0 = 12� NXn=1 �n ;a�k � 12�b LXn=�L e2i �Nnk �logw�n � 2�bp0� : (2.15)

We have the following commutation relations,[ a+n ; a�m ℄ = 0 ; [ a�n ; a�m ℄ = �Æn+m;0 sin 2�n� ; � � �N[ p0 ; q0 ℄ = (2�i)�1 ; [ q0 ; a�n ℄ = 0 ; [ p0 ; a�n ℄ = 0 : (2.16)

Let F� be the Fock spaces generated by the harmonic oscillators(a�n ; a��n) for n 6= 0, re-

spectively. There are representations for the Hilbert space HSG in which eitherp0 or q0 are

represented as multiplication operators,HSG ' HFok � Z 1�1 dp F+p 
F�p ;' HShr � Z 1�1 d�0 F+�0 
F��0 ; p0 (F+p 
F�p ) = p (F+p 
 F�p )q0 (F+�0 
 F��0) = �0 (F+�0 
F��0) : (2.17)

These representationsHFok andHShr for H will be called the Fock and the (zero mode)

Schrödinger representation, respectively.
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3. Integrability

In order to exhibit the integrability of the discrete time evolutions introduced in the previous

section one needs to construct mutually commutative familiesQ of self-adjoint operatorsT
such that (A) [T ; T0 ℄ = 0;(B) [T ; U ℄ = 0;(C) if [T ; O ℄ = 0; 8T;T0 2 Q ;8T 2 Q ;8T 2 Q; then O = O(Q): (3.1)

Within the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method one may conveniently define

the familyQ in terms of one-parameter familiesT(u) andQ(v) of operators that are mutually

commuting for arbitrary values of the spectral parametersu andv, and which satisfy a functional

relation of the form T(u)Q(u) = a(u)Q(u� ib) + d(u)Q(u+ ib) ; (3.2)

with a(u) andd(u) being certain model-dependent coefficient functions. The generator of lattice

time evolution will be constructed from the specializationof the Q-operators to certain values

of the spectral parameteru, making the integrability of the evolution manifest.

3.1 T-operators

The definition of T-operators for the models in question is standard. It is of the general formT(u) = trC2M(u) ; M(u) � LN(u)LN�1(u) : : : L1(u) : (3.3)

In the following subsection we will describe possible choices for the Lax-matricesLn(u) for

the models of interest.

3.1.1 Sinh-Gordon model

For future use let us note that the L-operator of lattice Sinh-Gordon model [FST, IK82, Sk83]

can be written asLn(u) � Ln(�; ��) =  un + ����1vnunvn �vn + ���1v�1n�v�1n + ���1vn u�1n + ����1v�1n u�1n v�1n ! ; (3.4)

where we have used the notationsun = e b2�n ; vn = e�b�n ; � � �ie�b(u�s) ; �� � �ie�b(u+s) :
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The key point about the definition (3.4) is the fact that the commutation relations for the matrix

elements ofLn(u) can be written in the Yang-Baxter formR12(u� v)L1n(u)L2n(v) = L2n(u)L1n(v)R12(u� v) ; (3.5)

where the4� 4-matrixR12(u� v) isR(u) = 0BBB�sinh�b(u+ ib) sinh �bu i sin�b2i sin �b2 sinh�bu sinh �b(u+ ib)
1CCCA : (3.6)

This implies as usual that the one-parameter family of operatorsT(u) is mutually commutative,[T(u);T(v)℄ = 0:
3.1.2 Liouville theory

Faddeev-Tirkkonen [FT95] proposed the following L-matrixfor the lattice Liouville model,L+Liou;n(�; ��) =  un + ����1vnunvn �vn�v�1n + ���1vn u�1n ! : (3.7)

This L-matrix can be obtained fromLShG;n(�; ��) in the limitL+Liou;n(�; ��) � lims!1 e��2 bs�3 u sibn � LShG;n(�; e+2�bs��) � u� sibn e+�2 bs�3 ; (3.8)

and it also satisfies (3.5). However, it is easy to see that thecorresponding transfer matrixT+(u) = trC 2 (L+N(u) � � �L+1 (u)) (3.9)

generates onlyL + 1 commuting operators if we haveN = 2L + 1 degrees of freedom.T+(u)
alone will thereforenotgenerate sufficiently many conserved quantities.

Fortunately there exist a second reasonable limitL�Liou;n(�; ��) � lims!1 e+�2 bs�3 u sibn � LSG;n(e�2�bs�; ��) � u� sibn e��2 bs�3 ; (3.10)

which leads to yet another solution to (3.5), namelyL�Liou;n(�; ��) =  un + ����1vnunvn �vn + ���1v�1n���1vn u�1n ! : (3.11)

The mutual commutativity ofT+(u) andT�(v) for all u; v follows by standard arguments from

the commutation relationsR012(u� v)L+1 (u)L�2 (v) = L�2 (v)L+1 (u)R012(u� v) ; (3.12)
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where R012(u) = 0BBB�e�b(u+ib) e�bu 0i sin �b2 e�bu e�b(u+ib)
1CCCA : (3.13)

We will later show that the splitting of the transfer matrixT(u) intoT+Liou(u) andT�Liou(v) reflects

the chiral factorization of Liouville theory into left- andright-moving degrees of freedom.

3.1.3 KdV theory

The operatorsT�(u) for lattice KdV theory can finally be constructed from the Lax-matrices

[Ge85, Vo92] L+n (�) �  un � vn� v�1n u�1n ! ; L�n (��) �  un ���1 v�1n���1 vn u�1n ! :
These L-matrices also satisfy (3.5) and can be obtained [Vo92] from LShG;n(u) andL�Liou;n(u)
by certain limiting procedures similar to (3.8),(3.10).

It was shown in Subsection 2.3 that the decoupling of the freefield dynamics into right- and

left-moving degrees of freedom becomes manifest in the lattice model in terms of the variablesw+n andw�n . It is possible to show [Vo92] that the transfer matricesT�(u), � = �, can be

represented as a polynomial in the variablesw�n which is independent ofw��n .

3.2 Construction of Q-operators

Algebraic constructions of Q-operators have previously been given in [Vo97] for the KdV

model1 and for the lattice Liouville theory [FKV, Ka01]. It has to beobserved, however, that

only the Q-operator related to the T-operatorT+Liou by means of a Baxter-type equation was

considered in [FKV, Ka01]. We observed in the previous subsection that the T-operatorT+Liou
does not generate sufficiently many conserved quantities. This suggests that we need a second

Q-operatorQ�Liou related toT�Liou by a Baxter-type relation in order to complete the proof of the

integrability of the lattice Liouville model in the sense formulated above.

We will in the following give a uniform construction of Q-operators for all the models in ques-

tion. For our purposes it will be most convenient to represent the Q-operators as integral op-

erators with explicitly specified integral kernels. This facilitates the derivation of the analytic

properties of the Q-operators, as first done in [BT06] for theSinh-Gordon model, considerably.

1More precisely its chiral half, as will become clear later.
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3.2.1 Representations as integral operators

In order to represent the Q-operators as integral operatorsit will be convenient to use the repre-

sentation where the operatorsur andvr are represented asun = e�b(2xn�pn) vn = e�bpn ; (3.14)

with xn, pn being realized on wave-functions	(x), x = (x1; : : : ; xN) asxn �	(x) = xn	(x) ; pn �	(x) = 12�i ��xn	(x) :
Out of the special functionwb(x) let us form a few useful combinations:W v�i�(x) = wb(x� v2)wb(x+ v2) ;W+ShGi�+v (x) = �W�ShGi��v (x))�1 = wb(x+ v2)wb(x� v2) ;W+Lioui�+v (x) = �W�Lioui��v (x)��1 = ��1e�i�2 (x+ v2 )2wb�x� v2� ;W+KdVi�+v (x) = �W�KdVi��v (x)��1 = ��1e�i�2 (x+ v2 )2�+1e+i�2 (x� v2 )2 ;

� � 12(b+ b�1) : (3.15)

From the known asymptotic properties of the functionwb(x) it is easily found thatW�Liouv andW�KdVv can be obtained fromW�ShGv by taking suitable limits.

The Q-operators may then be constructed in the following general form:Q+(u) = Y�11 � Y+(u) ; Q�(u) = Y�(u) � Y�1�1 ; (3.16)

whereY�(u) can be represented as integral operators with kernelshx0 jY+(u) jx i = NYn=1W u�s(x0n � xn)W+u+s(x0n�1 + xn) ; (3.17)hx0 jY�(u) jx i = NYn=1W�u�s(x0n�1 + xn)W u+s(x0n � xn) ; (3.18)

whereas the operatorsY�1 have the distributional kernelshx0 jY�1 jx i = NYn=1 e�2�ix0n(xn+xn+1) : (3.19)

The expressions for the kernel of the operatorsY�(u) are very similar to the remarkable factor-

ized expressions for the matrix elements of Q-operators found in [BS90] for models with related
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quantum algebraic structures. We will present a systematicprocedure to derive such factorized

expressions for a certain class of models in [BT09].

The mutual commutativity of T- and Q-operators,�Q�(u) ; Q�0(v) � = 0 ; �Q�(u) ; T�0(v) � = 0 ; �; �0 = � ; (3.20)

can be shown either along the lines of [BS90, PG92, BT06] fromthe star-triangle relation

satisfied by the functionWu(x) [Ka00, Vo05, BT06, BMS]2, or more elegantly by writing the

Q-operators as traces of generalized monodromy matrices over q-oscillator type representations

in auxilliary space [BT09], similar to the constructions ofQ-operators in [BLZ1].

3.3 Proof of integrability

The key observation proving the integrability of the modelsis the fact thatU = U+ � U� U+ = Q+(s+) U� = (Q�(s�))�1 (3.21)

where we have introduced the notationss+ = s � i�, s� = �s � i� for convenience. The

operatorsU+ andU� will be regarded as light cone evolution operators. Equation (3.21) is

easily proven by noting thatQ+(s+) = Y�11 � NYn=1 G2s(f2n�1) ; (Q�(s�))�1 = Y�1 � NYn=1 G2s(f2n�1) : (3.22)

The operatorY1 satisfiesY�11 � f2n�1 � Y1 = f2n. This impliesQ+(s+) � (Q�(s�))�1 = NYn=1 G2s(f2n) � Y�11 � Y�1 � NYn=1 G2s(f2n�1) :
It remains to notice thatY�11 � Y�1 = U0 to conclude the proof of (3.21).

3.4 Chiral Q-operators in the lattice KdV model

Note that the Q-operatorsQ+KdV andQ�KdV are indeed the direct massless limits ofQ+ShG(sju) �Q+ShG(u) andQ�ShG(sju) � Q�ShG(u), respectively,Q+KdV(u) = limÆ!1 Q+ShG(s+ Æju+ Æ) ;Q�KdV(u) = limÆ!1 Q�ShG(s+ Æju� Æ) : (3.23)

2The papers [Ka00, Vo05] derive integral identities which can be rewritten in the form of the star-triangle

relation [BT06, BMS]. An elegant proof can be given by using arguments similar to [Ba08] from the Yang-Baxter

equation satisfied by the corresponding R-matrix
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The Baxter equations relate the Q-operatorsQ� with the T-operatorsT�. In the case of KdV

theory we had seen thatT+ andT� depend only on right- and left-moving degrees of freedomw+n andw�n , respectively. This suggests thatQ+ andQ� should have the same property. And

indeed, it can be checked that[Q+(u) ; w�n ℄ = 0 ; [Q�(u) ; w+n ℄ = 0 ; (3.24)

making clear thatQ+(u) andQ�(u) depend on the right- and left-moving degrees of freedom

only. This property implies in particular that[Q+(u) ; p0 ℄ = 0 ; [Q�(u) ; p0 ℄ = 0 ; (3.25)

which means thatQ+(u) andQ�(u) can be projected ontoF+p andF�p , respectively. We will

use the notationQ+p (u) andQ�p (u) for the resulting operators acting withinF+p andF�p , respec-

tively.

4. Analytic properties of Q-operators

It turns out that the operatorsQ�(u) are hermitian up to a phase foru 2 R, see Subsection 4.3

below for the precise statement. It follows that the T- and the Q-operators can be diagonalized

simultaneously. To each eigenstate of the evolution operator U, we therefore have a quadruple

of functions(t+(u); q+(u); t�(u); q�(u)) related to each other by equations of Baxter type, as

written out explicitly in (4.12) below.

Understanding the analytic properties of the Q-operators or (equivalently) of their eigenvaluesq�(u), � = � is a key step towards understanding the spectrum of the theories in question: It

turns out that the analytic properties of the functionsq�(u) following from their explicit con-

structions restrict the relevant class of solutions to the Baxter equations considerably. Let us

call a pair of solutions of the Baxter equations (4.12) whichhas all these analytic properties

admissible. Being an admissible pair of solutions to the Baxter equations is clearlynecessary

for functionsq�(u), � = � to represent eigenstates ofU. The Separation of Variables Method of

Sklyanin, developed for the models of interest in the following section, will then allow us to ac-

tually construct an eigenstate ofU to each pair of admissible solutions to the Baxter equations.

Being admissible is therefore not only necessary, but also sufficient for solutions to the Baxter

equationsq�, � = � to represent eigenstates ofU.
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4.1 Analyticity

The functionsq�(u) are meromorphic with poles contained in the setsS�s [ (�S�s) for the Sinh-Gordon model,S�s for Liouville and KdV theory,
(4.1)

where the setSs is defined asSs = s� i�� + bZ�0 + b�1Z�0� : (4.2)

The proof is very similar to the one given in [BT06, Section 4]for the case of the Sinh-Gordon

model.

In the case of KdV theory we may furthermore discuss the dependence of the operatorsQ�p(u)
with respect to the parametersp. It is meromorphic and analytic in the stripSp = f p 2 C ; jIm(p)j < N Q2 g : (4.3)

The proof becomes simple if one uses the alternative integral operator representation (A.6) forQ�KdV(u) given in Appendix A.

4.2 Asymptotics

Probably the most important difference between the massiveand the massless cases concern

the asymptotic properties of the Q-operators. Whereas we can find exponential decay of the

Q-operator at both ends of the u-axis in the case of the Sinh-Gordon model,qShG(u) �juj!1Im(u)=onst e�iNsjuje��N�juj ; (4.4)

in the remaining cases we find exponential decay only at one and of the u-axis,q�(u) �u!�1Im(u)=onst e�iNsjuje��N�juj ; (4.5)

while we have oscillatory asymptotic behavior at the other end: There exists a real numberp
and constantsN �, C�(p) andD�(p) such thatq�(u) �u!��1Im(u)=onst N � e��i2 Nu2 �C�(p) e2�ipu +D�(p) e�2�ipu� : (4.6)

Most of the properties above can be proven by straightforward extensions of the arguments in

[BT06]. This is not the case for the oscillatory asymptotics(4.6). We therefore give a sketch of

the proof in Appendix A.
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4.3 Hermiticity

Some of the properties of the Q-operators become most transparent in terms of the modified

Q-operatorŝQ�(u) which are defined asQ̂�(u) = ��(u)Q�(u) ; (4.7)

with normalization factors��(u) being chosen as��(u) = �F (u+ �s� i�)F (u� �s+ i�)�N��(u) = � F (u+ �s� i�)F0(u� �s+ i�)�N for the Sinh-Gordon model,

for Liouville and KdV theory.
(4.8)

with F (v) = (F0(v))�1�(v), whereF0(x) = �2e�i4 (x2+ 12 ), � = e�i24 (b2+b�2) and�(x) = exp�ZR+i0 dt8t e�2itxsinh(bt) sinh(b�1t) osh((b+ b�1)t)� : (4.9)

The function�(x) was introduced in [BMS]3, where all properties relevant for us are listed in

the appendix.

We then find that the operatorŝQ(u) are hermitian for allu 2 R,�Q̂(u)�y = Q̂(u) 8u 2 R : (4.10)

This can be verified by using the integral identity (A.31) in [BT06], taking into account the

functional relationF (x+ i�)F (x� i�) = (wb(x))�1 [BMS].

This property implies in particular that the coefficientsC�(p) andD�(p) that appear in (4.6) are

complex conjugate to each other,(C�(p))� = D�(p). Of particular interest will be the so-called

reflection amplitudedefined by R�(p) = (C�(p))� =C�(p) : (4.11)

This quantity will play an important role later.

4.4 Functional relations

4.4.1 Baxter equations

TheQ-operators all satisfy Baxter-type finite difference equations of the general formT(u)Q(u) = A(u)Q(u� ib) +D(u)Q(u+ ib) : (4.12)

3A relative had previously appeared in [LZ97]
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The coefficient functionsA(u) andD(u) are model-dependent. In the massive case (Sinh-

Gordon model) we findA+(u) = A�(u) = e��bN(u� i2 b)�1 + e�2�b(s�u+ i2 b)�N ;D+(u) = D�(u) = e+�bN(u+ i2 b)�1 + e�2�b(s+u+ i2 b)�N ; (4.13)

whereas we have for the massless cases (Liouville theory, KdV model) the expressionsA+(u) = e��bN(u� i2 b)�1 + e�2�b(s�u+ i2 b)�NA�(u) = e��bN(u� i2 b) D+(u) = e�bN(u+ i2 b) ;D�(u) = e�bN(u+ i2 b)�1 + e�2�b(s+u+ i2 b)�N : (4.14)

The proof of the Baxter equations given in [BT06] for the caseof the Sinh-Gordon model which

is similar to the methods of [Ba73, BS90, PG92, De99] can easily be extended to the other cases.

4.4.2 Quantum Wronskian relations

The following bilinear functional relation is particularly useful:Q̂(v + iÆ+) Q̂(v � iÆ+)� Q̂(v + iÆ�) Q̂(v � iÆ�) = 1 : (4.15)

This relation is often called the quantum Wronskian relation. The proof of (4.15) in the case of

the Sinh-Gordon model [BT06] can easily be extended to the other cases.

It is worth noting that the quantum Wronskian relation fixes the absolute value of the coefficientC�(p) which appears in (4.6) to bejC�(p)j2 = (4 sinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p))�1: (4.16)

The quantityjC�(p)j�2 will later be identified as a natural spectral measure.

4.5 Scale invariance

It is worth observing that the dependence ofQ�Liou(sju) � Q�Liou(u), � = � w.r.t. the scale

parameters can (up to unitary equivalence) be absorbed into a shift ofu,Q+Liou(sju) = G�s � Q+Liou(0ju� s) � G+s ;Q�Liou(sju) = G�s � Q�Liou(0ju+ s) � G+s ; (4.17)

whereG is the unitary operatorG = QNr=1 u� ibr . A similar (even simpler) property holds forQ�KdV(u). This reflects the scale invariance of these theories.

Equation (4.17) implies in particular that in the massless cases one may represent the eigen-

values ofQ+(u) andQ�(u) by functionsq+(u � s) and q�(u + s) which do not carry any

dependence ons other than the one implied by the form of the arguments, respectively.
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5. Separation of variables

The construction of the Q-operator allowed us to deduce a setof conditions that are necessary

for functionsq�(u) to represent an eigenvalue ofQ�(u). It remains to show that these condi-

tions are also sufficient, i.e. that to each solution of theseconditions there exists an eigenvector	q 2 H such thatQ�(u)	q = q�(u)	q. We will now show how to construct such an eigen-

vector with the help of the separation of variables method [Sk85, Sk92, Sk95]. The upshot is

to show existence of a representationHSOV for H in which states	 are represented by wave-

functions	(y), y = (y1; : : : ; yN) such that eigenstates of theQ�(u) can be represented in a

fully factorized form 	(y) = NYk=1 q�(k)(yk) ; (5.1)

for a certain choice of�(k). The wave functions	(y) have to be normalizable w.r.t. to the

measured�(y) which represents the scalar product inHSOV. The main issue is to show that the

conditions onq�(u) found above ensure the normalizability w.r.t.d�(y).
In the case of the Sinh-Gordon model [BT06] the representationHSOV is simply the spectral

representation for the commutative family of operatorsB(u) defined as the off-diagonal element

of the monodromy matrixM(u) = � A(u) B(u)C(u) D(u) �. We will now briefly discuss how to adapt this

method to the remaining cases.

5.1 Separation of variables for the Liouville and quantum KdV theories

The elements of the monodromy matricesM �(u), � = �, satisfy the relationsR12(u� v)M �1(u)M �2(v) = M �2(v)M �1(u)R12(u� v) ; (5.2)R012(u� v)M+1 (u)M�2 (v) = M�2 (v)M+1 (u)R012(u� v) ; (5.3)

whereR012(u) = diag(q; 1; 1; q) for KdV theory, while for Liouville theoryR012(u) = 0BBB�e�b(u+ib) e�bu 0i sin �b2 e�bu e�b(u+ib)
1CCCA ; (5.4)

Let us use the notationM �(u) = � A�(u) B�(u)C�(u) D�(u) �. The relations (5.2) imply in particular thatB�(u)B�0(v) = B�0(v)B�(u) ;C�(u)C�0(v) = C�0(v)C�(u) ; �; �0 = � : (5.5)
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Note furthermore thatB�(u), C�0(u) are positive self-adjoint for allu 2 R + i=2b. We may

therefore simultaneously diagonalize either one of the thecommutative families of operatorsB�(u), � = � or C�(u), � = �. The main idea of the Separation of Variables method is to work

within the spectral representation for one of these families.

Let us consider the spectral representation for the operatorsB�(u), � = �. It will be called the

B-representation. One may parameterize the correspondingeigenvalues asb+(u) = �ie�bub0 LYa=1 �1� e+2�b(u�y+a )� ;b�(u) = �ie�bub0 LYa=0 �1� e�2�b(u�y�a )� ; b0 = LYa=1 e�by+a LYa=0 e��by�a : (5.6)

The spectral representation for the operatorsB�(u), � = � is therefore equivalent to a repre-

sentation in terms of wave-functions	(y), wherey = ( y+1 ; : : : ; y+L ; y�0 ; y�1 ; : : : ; y�L ). Let us

define operatorsy�a such thaty�a �	(y) = y�a	(y).
Considering the operatorsC�(u), � = � instead yields what will be called the C-representation

in terms of variables~y = ( ~y�1 ; : : : ; ~y�L ; ~y+0 ; ~y+1 ; : : : ; ~y+L ).
5.2 The Baxter equations

5.2.1 Liouville theory

Let us define operatorsA�(y�a), D�(y�a) by the prescription to order the operatorsy�a to the left

of the operators which appear in the expansion ofA�(u) in powers ofe�bu. It is an easy conse-

quence of the algebraic relations (5.2) that these operators act on wave-functions	(y) as finite

difference operators of the formA�(y�a) �	(y) = A�(y�a) Æ�a�	(y) ; D�(y�a) �	(y) = D�(y�a) Æ�a+	(y) ; (5.7)

whereÆ�a� are defined asÆ�a�	(: : : ; y�a; : : : ) = 	(: : : ; y�a � ib; : : : ) :
The coefficientsA�(u), D�(u) are constrained by the quantum determinant condition��(u) � A�(u)D�(u� ib)� B�(u)C�(u� ib) = �1 + e�2�b(s��(u� i2 b))�N : (5.8)

As anticipated by the notation we shall adopt the choice (4.14) for the coefficientsA�(u),D�(u).
The condition that	(y) represents an eigenstate of the transfer matricesT�(u), � = �, with

eigenvaluest�(u) becomes equivalent to the equationst�(y�a)	(y) = A�(y�a) Æ�a�	(y) +D�(y�a) Æ�a+	(y) ; � = � : (5.9)
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The eigenfunctions forT�(u) can therefore be constructed in the following form	q(y) = LYa=1 q�(y+a ) LYa=0 q+(y�a ) ; (5.10)

whereq�p(u), � = � are solutions to the Baxter equationst�(u) q�(u) = A�(u)q�(u� ib) +D�(u)q�(u+ ib) : (5.11)

Classifying eigenstates ofT�(u), � = � thereby becomes equivalent to finding the proper set of

solutions of the Baxter equations (5.11).

5.2.2 KdV theory

It is instructive to notice that the limits!1which yields the lattice KdV model from Liouville

theory forces one of the variablesy�a , by convention chosen to be the variabley�0 � y0, to

diverge. The resulting parametrization for the eigenvalueb�(u) isb+(u) = �ie�bub0e��by0 LYa=1 �1� e+2�b(u�y+a )� ;b�(u) = �ie�bub0e+�by0 LYa=1 �1� e�2�b(u�y�a )� ; b0 = LYa=1 e�by+a LYa=1 e��by�a : (5.12)

The equations (5.7) degenerate fora = 0 intoA�(y0)	(y) = A0(y0)Æ0�	(y) ; D�(y0)	(y) = D0(y0)Æ0+	(y) ;
whereA0(u) = e��bN(u� i2 b),D0(u) = e+�bN(u+ i2 b), respectively, so that (5.9) fora = 0 becomest0	(y) = A0(y0)Æ0�	(y) +D0(y0)Æ0+	(y) ; (5.13)

wheret0 = t+(�1) = t�(1). We accordingly need to modify (5.10) as	q(y) = LYa=1 q�(y+a ) q0(y0) LYa=1 q+(y�a ) : (5.14)

The equation (5.13) is solved by the exponential functionsq0(y0) = e��i2 Nu2e2�iy0p, with p
being related tot0 ast0 = 2 osh(2�bp). We will see thatp can take arbitrary real values.

5.3 The Sklyanin measure

Adopting the parametrization (5.6) for the eigenvalues of the operatorsB�(u), � = � one needs

to find the set of ally 2 C N which parameterize a point in the spectrum ofB�(u) via (5.6). We

shall adopt the following conjecture:
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Conjecture 1. All points in the spectrum ofB�(u), � = � can be parameterized by real values

of y+1 ; : : : ; y+L andy�0 ; : : : ; y�L .

Validity of the conjecture above isnot crucial for the discussion below, we adopt it here to

simplify the exposition. However, we are rather confident that it is correct. It can be checked in

certain limits and special cases. The conjecture implies that the B-representation can be realized

on a Hilbert space of the formHBSoV = L2�(RL=SL)� (RL+1=SL+1) ; d�B� :
Elements ofHBSoV are represented by wave-functions	(y) that are normalizable w.r.t.d�B
and totally symmetric under permutations among the sets of variablesfy+a ; a = 1; : : : Lg andfy�a ; a = 0; : : : Lg, respectively. The C-representation can similarly be realized onHCSOV = L2�(RL+1=SL+1)� (RL=SL) ; d�C� ;
Elements ofHCSoV are represented by wave-functions	(~y) that are normalizable w.r.t.d�C
and totally symmetric under permutations among the sets of variablesf~y+a ; a = 0; : : : Lg andf~y�a ; a = 1; : : : Lg, respectively.

The Sklyanin measured�B can be found by the same method as used in [BT06] from the

requirement thatA�(v) andD�(v) are positive self-adjoint. We haved�B(y) = d�+B (y+) d��B(y�) ; (5.15)

whereL! d�+B(y+) = LYa=1 dy+a e�Q(L+1)y+a Yb<a 2 sinh�b(y+a + y+b )2 sinh�b�1(y+a � y+b ) ;(L+ 1)! d��B(y�) = LYa=0 dy�a e�QLy�a Yb<a 2 sinh�b(y�a � y�b )2 sinh�b�1(y�a � y�b ) :
We have a very similar expression ford�C(y).
In the case of the lattice KdV theory we get the following modifications:d�B(y) = d�+B(y+) dy0 d��B(y�) ; (5.16)

whered�+B (y+) is unchanged, butd��B (y�) is now given asL! d��B (y�) = LYa=1 dy�a e�Q(L+1)y�a Yb<a 2 sinh�b(y�a � y�b )2 sinh�b�1(y�a � y�b ) :
It is worth observing that the small asymmetry between the Liouville-variablesy+a andy�a dis-

appears in the limit giving quantum KdV theory.
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6. The spectra

6.1 The spectrum of quantum KdV theory

The fact that the dynamics generated byUKdV is ”trivial” in the sense that it decouples into

right- and left motions (2.14) ofw+�;t andw��;t respectively, does not mean that the lattice model

characterized by the T-operatorsT�KdV, � = �, is trivial as an integrable model. As in classical

(m)KdV theory one may define alternative and much less trivial evolutions from the families of

operatorsT�KdV orQ�KdV. The diagonalization of these operators is interesting in its own right.

6.1.1 The spectrum of the chiral free field

Let us first study the chiral free field theories with Hilbert spaceF �p and Q-operatorQ�p(u) for

fixed values of� 2 f�g andp 2 R. The spectral theorem for the commutative family of self-

adjoint operatorŝQ�p(u) implies that the eigenstatesf �q 2 F �p of these operators form abasisforF �p. This is the case for arbitrary real values of the variablep. Let q�p(u) be the eigenvalue of

the operatorQ�p(u) on f �q . It must be element of the setQ�p, the set of all functionsq�p(u) that

possess all the analytic and asymptotic properties impliedby our explicit construction of the

Q-operators as discussed in Section 4.

On the other hand let let us note that the SOV representation is realized on the Hilbert spacesH�SoV = L2(RL ; d��B)symm : (6.1)

For a given elementq�p(u) 2 Q�p define	�q(y�) = LYa=1 q�p(y�a) : (6.2)

It follows from the asymptotic properties ofq�p(u) that	�q(y�) is normalizable w.r.t.d��B. There

is a corresponding eigenstatef �q 2 F �p of Q�p(u) which has as its eigenvalue the functionq�p(u)
we had used in (6.2). We conclude that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

elements ofQ�p and the eigenstates ofQ�p(u) within F �p. The fact that the wave-function	�q are

all normalizable implies in particular that the spectrum ofQ�p(u) is purely discrete.

6.1.2 The zero mode spectrum of quantum KdV theory

To each tripleq � (q+p (u); q0p(u); q�p (v)) of solutions to the Baxter equations (5.9) we may

associate a wave-function of the form	qp(y) = LYa=1 q�p (y�a ) q0p(y0) LYa=1 q+p (y+a ) : (6.3)
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The asymptotic behavior (4.5), (4.6) ensures the (plane-wave) normalizability of	q(y). We

need to identify the set of solutions of the zero mode equation (5.13) which yields acomplete

set ofQ�KdV-eigenstates in this way.

By means of induction it is easy to prove thatT0 has the following form:T0 = 2 osh �bp0 ; (6.4)

wheree2�bp0 � QNn=1 un. It easily follows from this observation that the vectors	q(y) con-

structed from the choicesq0p(u) = e��i2 u2e2�ipu, p 2 R, all represent linearly independent basis

vectors forH in the sense of generalized functions.

6.2 The spectrum of Liouville theory

We are now going to analyze the spectrum of Liouville theory in a similar manner. To each

eigenstate	 of the Q-operatorsQ+(u) andQ�(u) there exists a complex numberp and a cor-

responding pair of elementsqp = (q+p ; q�p ) 2 Q+p � Q�p , given by the eigenvalues ofQ�(u) on	. Conversely, for a given value ofp and each pairqp = (q+p ; q�p ) 2 Q+p � Q�p of admissible

solutions to the Baxter equations one may construct an eigenstate of the Q-operatorsQ+(u) andQ�(u) as 	qp(y) = LYa=0 q�p (y�a ) LYb=1 q+p (y+b ) : (6.5)

With the help of our explicit formulae for the Sklyanin measure and the formulae (4.5), (4.6)

for the asymptotic behavior of the functionsq�p(u) it is possible to check that the states (6.5) are

plane-wave normalizable ifp 2 R. More precisely one may show that�	qp ; 	qp0 � = Æ(p� p0)4 sinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p) : (6.6)

This means thatdp 4 sinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p) is the natural spectral measure for the integration

overp in the spectral representation.

One should note that the spectrum of the zero modep is real andpurely continuous. This follows

from the works [Ka00, FK02], one of the main results of which can be stated asSpe(U+) = � e�2�i(�p+m)=N ; p 2 R+ ; m 2 Z=NZ	 ; (6.7)

where �s = � 124 + s2 ;  = 1 + 24�2 : (6.8)

It is an important difference to the case of KdV theory that the eigenstates	qp and	q�p are

not independent. Indeed, it follows easily from (A.6) that theq�p(u) are symmetric w.r.t.p, i.e.q�p(u) = q��p(u). It follows that 	qp(y) = 	q�p(y) : (6.9)
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We conclude that there is a one-to-one correspondence between triplesq = (p; q+p ; q�p ), p 2 R+ ,(q+p ; q�p ) 2 Q+p �Q�p and the elements of a basis forH consisting of generalized eigenstates of

the Q-operators.

7. The relation between quantum Liouville- and KdV-theory

7.1 The B̈acklund transformations

The key point for us to observe is the fact that the setsQ�p of admissible solutions of the Baxter

equations are the same for Liouville theory and the quantum lattice KdV model. We may

therefore construct operatorsW� which send the eigenstate	q of Q�Liou(u), � = � associated to

a tripleq = (q; q+p ; q�p ) to the eigenstate�q ofQ�KdV(u), � = �, which in theBKdV-representation

is represented by the wave-function�q = W�q LYa=1 q�p (y�a ) q0p(y0) LYb=1 q+p (y+b ) ; q0p(y0) = e��i2 Ny20e2�py0 : (7.10)

The prefactorW�q is required to satisfyjW�q j2 = 4 sinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p) while its phasee2i�q � W�q=W ��q is left arbitrary for the moment. The operatorsW� clearly satisfyW� � Q�Liou(u) = Q�KdV(u) �W� (7.11)

and they define unitary operators�W� fromH to the subspaceH+ ofH on which the zero mode

momentump0 is positive. The operatorsW� can be seen as representatives for (generalizations

of the) quantum Bäcklund transformations which map the interacting dynamics of Liouville

theory to the free field dynamics. They make the decoupling ofleft- and right-moving degrees

of freedom in Liouville theory manifest.

7.2 Relation with scattering theory

All what is nontrivial about Liouville theory is hidden in the way the decoupling between left-

and right-movers is disguised when studying its dynamics interms of the original degrees of

freedom�n, �n. The operatorsW� which trivialize the dynamics are rather nontrivial objects

for which we do not have an explicit representation at the moment.4 In the following we shall

propose an interpretation of one of these operators relatedto the asymptotic behavior of the

time evolution.

4Finding a more explicit representation would become possible once we had an explicit representation for the

transformation from the original to the separated variables.
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7.2.1 Wave- and scattering operators

One should note that the operatorsQ�Liou(u) andQ�KdV(u) coincide in the limit where the zero

mode�0 tends to infinity,lim�!1 h	q ; Q�Liou(u)�� i = lim�!1 h	q ; Q�KdV(u)�� i ; (7.12)

for any wave-packet�� that has support localized around�0 = �. We have, in particular, a

similar statement for the evolution operatorU. It then follows from standard arguments that

wave-packets for time� ! �1 are always pushed into the asymptotic region�0 !1 where

the dynamics becomes the free field dynamics. We may therefore define natural analogs of the

wave operators from quantum mechanical scattering theory asW+1 = lim�!1 (UKdV)� �2 � (ULiou)+ �2 ; W�1 = lim�!1 (UKdV)+ �2 � (ULiou)� �2 : (7.13)

The operatorsW�1 are easily seen to represent a particular case of the Bäcklund transforma-

tions introduced in Subsection 7.1 above.

The scattering operatorS which maps the asymptotic shape of a wave packet for� ! �1 to

the one for� !1 can then be defined asS � W+1 �W�1�1. It can be described in terms of its

eigenvaluesSqp in the spectral representation.

7.2.2 Relation to space asymptotics of wave-functions

In quantum mechanical scattering theory there exist well-known results relating the scattering

operatorS to the (target-) space asymptotics of eigenfunctions of thecorresponding Hamilto-

nian. It seems fairly clear that similar relations will holdin the present context, as now to be

formulated more explicitly. We’d like to analyze the representation of eigenstates	q in the zero

mode Schrödinger representation where they are represented by wave-functions	q(�0) taking

values inF+�0 
 F��0. It follows from (7.12) that the asymptotic behavior for�0 ! 1 of the

wave-functions	q(�0) can be expanded into the eigenstates ofQ�KdV(u),	qp(�0) ��0!1 Np � e2�ip�0 + Sqpe�2�ip�0 � ( f+q 
 f�q ) ; (7.14)

whereNp is a normalization factor andf+q 
f�q 2 F+p 
F�p is an eigenstate of bothQ+KdV(u) andQ�KdV(u) with eigenvaluesq+p (u) andq�p (u), respectively. We claim that the so-called reflection

amplitudesSqp which appear in the asymptotic behavior (7.14) are indeed the eigenvalues of

the scattering operatorS defined above.
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7.3 Relation between the reflection amplitudes of Liouvilleand of KdV theory

Let us finally note that there is a remarkable relationship between the scattering amplitudeSqp
of Liouville theory and the reflection phasesR�(p) of KdV-theory introduced in (4.11),Sqp = Rq+p Rq�p if qp = (q+p (u); q�p (u)) : (7.15)

We have used the notationRq�p, � = � for the ratioR�(p) = (C�(p))�=C�(p) of the coefficients

which appear in the asymptotic behavior ofq�p(u) for u! ��1 according to (4.6).

The relationship (7.15) allows one to calculate the scattering operatorS from the asymptotics of

the operatorsQ�KdV(u) as determined in the Appendix. We do not go further into this direction

for the case of the lattice models as we did not yet find a sufficiently nice formula forS. The

situation becomes better in the continuum limit where (7.15) will be a key ingredient in our

calculation of the Liouville reflection amplitude.

7.3.1 Derivation of equation (7.15)

Equation (7.15) can be verified by means of arguments which are similar to those in [T08a].

One may analyze the massless limits!1 in two different ways.

Let us, on the one hand, consider an eigenstate	q in the Sinh-Gordon model represented in the

Schrödinger representation by a wave-function	q(�0) 2 F+�0 
F��0. Note that the limit giving

Liouville theory from the Sinh-Gordon model combines the limit s ! 1 with �0 ! �1. It

follows that the limit of the operatorQShG(u) for s!1 can also be regarded as the asymptotic

behavior ofQ�Liou(u) for �0 !1. Arguing as in Subsection 7.2.2 we conclude that the leading

behavior of	q(�0) for s!1 can be described in terms of eigenfunctions ofQ�Liou(u) as	q(�0) ' (Cqp e2�ip�0 + C�qp e�2�ip�0 ) ( f+q 
 f�q ) ; (7.16)

wheref+q 
 f�q 2 F+p 
 F�p is an eigenstate of bothQ+KdV(u) andQ�KdV(u) with eigenvaluesq+p (u) andq�p (u), respectively. The eigenstate	q is either even or odd under parity. In order

to evaluate this condition note thatarg Sqp = �2 argCqp = �q(p) � 4�ps, where�q(p) is

independent ofs. For s ! 1 one gets the quantization condition to leading order as the

condition that there exists an integern such that allowed valuespn of the variablep satisfy4�s pn � �q(pn) = �n : (7.17)

One may, on the other hand, note that the limits!1 of the Q-operatorsQ�ShG(u) for s!1
may according to (3.23) be described either as the asymptotics of theQ+KdV(u) for u! �1 or,
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equivalently as the asymptotics ofQ�KdV(u) for u ! +1. This implies for the eigenvalues ofQ�ShG(u) that we have, on the one handq�(u) ' Np os �2�p(u� s) + �+q (p)� ; (7.18)

whereNp = (sinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p))� 12 , and on the other handq�(u) ' Np os �2�p(u+ s)� ��q (p)� : (7.19)

The compatibility between these two equations requires that there exists an integern such that4�pns� �+q (pn)� ��q (pn) = �n : (7.20)

The equivalence of (7.17) and (7.20) yields our claim (7.15).

7.3.2 Interpretation of equation (7.15)

It seems natural to interpret (7.15) in the following way: Inthe same way as we used the

evolution operatorU to define the scattering operatorS in Subsection 7.2.1 above, we may use

the light-cone evolution operatorsU� to define light-cone scattering operatorsS� for � = �,

respectively. It is clear that the eigenvalues of the operators S+ in a state defined by a pairqp = (q+p ; q�p ) will not depend onq�p , and similarly for the eigenvalues ofS�. It seems natural

to conjecture that the eigenvalues ofS� are precisely the phasesRq�p defined from the asymptotic

behavior (4.6) ofq�p. This would mean that our relationship (7.15) is equivalentto S = S+S�
which trivially follows from the factorizationU = U+U� observed in (3.21) above.

8. Continuum limit

Following arguments which are very similar to those used in [T08a] we may now reformulate

the conditions for the q-functions in terms of nonlinear integral equations which generalize the

equations coming from the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz [YY, Za90, Za06] to arbitrary excited

states. As shown in [T08a], one gets a characterization of the spectrum which iscompletely

equivalent to the one derived above. On the level of the nonlinear integral equations it turns

out to be straightforward to pass to the continuum limit. Thelimit is taken in such a way thatN!1, s!1 such thatmR = 4 sin#0 N e��bs ; #0 � �b21 + b2 (8.1)

is kept constant. As the necessary arguments are very similar to those in [T08a] we will only

briefly describe the resulting description of the q-functions for the continuum theories and some

of the most important consequences for the spectrum of thesetheories.
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8.1 Reformulation in terms of integral equations

As advertised earlier, one may express the eigenvalues of the Q-operators in terms of the solu-

tions of certain nonlinear integral equations. These equations are best formulated in terms of

the functions Y �p � �2�u� = q�p(u+ iÆ)q�p(u� iÆ) ; (8.2)

where2Æ = b�1 � b. It suffices to consider the case thatp is purely imaginary which is related

the case of realp by means of analytic continuation. Assume thatq�p(u) hasM � real zeros at

positions#�a, a = 1; : : : ;M . The functionsq�p(u) can then be recovered from�# log q�p�2 ��#� = �� mRe�#2 sin#0 + M�Xa=1 1sinh(#� #�a)+ ZR d#04� 1osh(#� #0) �#0 log �1 + Y �p (#0)� ; (8.3)

The nonlinear integral equations in question have an almostuniversal form,logY �p (#) = �mRe�# + M�Xa=1 logS(#� #�a � i�2 )+ ZR d#04� �(#� #0) log(1 + Y �p (#0)) ; (8.4)

where �(#) = dd#S(#) = 4 sin#0 osh #osh 2#� os 2#0 :
It is possible to prove that for arbitrary given input datat� = (#�1 : : : ; #�M�), #�a 2 R the nonlinear

integral equations (8.4) have a unique solutionY �p;t(#) which grows for#! ��1 as2�� ip #.5

The equations (8.4) have to be supplemented by the set of equations2�� k�a = �mRe�#�a + M�Xb=1b6=a argS(#�a � #�b)+ ZR d#4� �(#�a � #) log(1 + Y �p;t(#)) ; (8.5)

where �(#) � 4 sin#0 sinh#osh 2#+ os 2#0 = i�(# + i�2 ) : (8.6)

The equations (8.5) represent strong constraints on the parameterst�. The fact that these param-

eters can only be real can be proven by means of an argument similar to the one of [YY, T08a]

using the fact that the functionsY �p (#) have to be real. This in turn follows from the hermiticity

of the Q-operators observed above. In the following we shalladopt the basic conjecture that

there exists a unique solution to the equations (8.5) for anygiven tuplesk� = (k�1; : : : ; k�M�). If

so, we can conclude that eigenstates are uniquely labelled by p and the tuplesk�.
5Bear in mind that we assumep 2 iR.
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8.2 Analytic properties of the q-functions for the continuum theories

The integral equations characterizing the q-functions of the continuum theories are equivalent

to either of the following two functional equations,t�(u)q�(u) = q�(u+ ib) + q�(u� ib) ; (8.7)q�(v + i�)q�(v � i�)� q�(v + iÆ)q�(v � iÆ) = 1 : (8.8)

We observe no difference between the massive and the massless cases.

The analytic properties of the q-functions also simplify inthe continuum limit. We find:(i) The q-functions are entire analytic inu for each of the cases considered.(ii) The q-functionsq�p(u) are entire analytic inp for Liouville and KdV theory.
(8.9)

Important differences appear on the level of the asymptoticproperties, as we shall now discuss.

In the massive case we find [T08a] rapid decay ofq�(u) at both ends of the real axis, more

precisely, log q�(u) �Re(u)!�1 � mR2 sin#0 e �2� juj for jIm(u)j < � : (8.10)

The decay ofq�(u) implies that the spectrum of the Sinh-Gordon field theory is purely discrete.

As in the case of the lattice theory, the main difference to the massless case is the appearance

of oscillatory asymptotics at one end of the real axis, whileit remains rapidly decaying at the

other end, q�p(u) �Re(u)!��1 os(2�pu+ ��q(p))psinh(2�bp) sinh(2�b�1p)log q�p(u) �Re(u)!�1 � mR2 sin#0 e �2� juj for jIm(u)j < � : (8.11)

One may formulate the above statements about the asymptotics of the q-functionsq�(u) foru! �1 more precisely by saying that there exists an asymptotic expansion of the formlog q�p(u) � �0 e �2� juj � 1Xn=1 n I�n e� �2� (2n�1)juj : (8.12)

For the classical continuum field theories it is well-known that the coefficientsI�n represent the

local conserved quantitites of the model in question. The coefficientsI�1 correspond to the light-

cone Hamiltonians which are proportional to the generatorsL0, �L0 of the Virasoro algebra in

the massless cases. For these cases it can be shown [T08a] that we have the following formula

for the expectation values ofI�n in a state characterized byp 2 R and tuplesk�:I�1 = 2�R �P 2 � 124 +Xa2K k�a� : (8.13)
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We clearly identify the zero-mode contribution/ p2 and integer-valued oscillator contributionsk�a. We therefore reproduced already a good part of the expectedstructure of the spectrum of

the continuum Liouville theory [CT82].

8.3 Explicit calculation of the reflection amplitude

The reflection amplitudeSqp introduced in Subsection 7.2.1 represents an important piece of

data characterizing Liouville theory. We are now going to explain how to calculate this quan-

tity for the class of states related to the primary states of the Liouville conformal field theory.

The key observation underlying this calculation is equation (7.15) which relates the reflection

amplitude to the asymptotics of the functionsq�p of KdV theory. These asymptotics were found

in [T08a] based on [FL06]. To round off the picture, we will now briefly recall how this works.

Let us first observe, as can be seen e.g. from formula (8.13), that the states withM � = 0,� = �, correspond to the Fock-vacua in the sectors labelled byp. According to (7.15), we may

calculateRp � Sqp if we know the asymptotic behavior of the q-functionsq�p(u) corresponding

to the Fock-vacua. These q-functionsq�p(u) can be characterized as the unique solutions of

the functional equations (8.7), (8.8) which have the analytic properties (8.9), the asymptotic

behavior (8.11), and the additional property to be non-vanishing within the stripSu. It was

shown in [FL06] that a solution to this set of conditions is given by the Wronskian of certain

solutions to the ordinary differential equation�� d2dx2 � 4b2 p2 + �2�e2x + e�2x=b2��	 = 0 : (8.14)

This generalizes similar results for other models which go back to [DT99, BLZ3]. In order to

getq�p(u), consider the solutions	� to (8.14) which have the asymptotic behavior	+ � 1p2� exp � x2b2 � �b2e�x=b2� for x! �1 ;	� � 1p2� exp ��x2 � �ex� for x! +1 ; (8.15)

respectively. The functionsq�p(#) are then simply given asq+p (u) � q�p (�u) � 	+ ddx	� � 	� ddx	+ ; (8.16)

provided that we identify the respective parameters as follows,6� = � �02 sin#0 mR2 e �2�u; �0 = � 2p���� 12(1+b2)���1� b22(1+b2)� : (8.17)

6Concerning the comparison with [FL06] note that the parametern used there is related tob2 via n = 2=b2.
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The characterization (8.16) ofq�p(u) in terms of the ODE (8.14) allowed the authors of [FL06]

to determine the asymptotics ofq�p(u). The explicit expression forSp = e2i�(p) which follows

from formula (177) in [FL06] isSp = ���8iÆp �(1 + 2ibp)�(1 + 2ib�1p)�(1� 2ibp)�(1� 2ib�1p) ; (8.18)

in which we have used the abbreviation� � R2� m4p� �� 12 + 2b2���1 + b22 + 2b2� : (8.19)

We recover the expression proposed in [ZZ96], for which a full derivation was given in [T04].

We’d like to stress how different the present derivation of the reflection amplitude – based on

the integrable structure of Liouville theory – is compared to the one in [ZZ96, T04], which was

based on the conformal symmetry. It would be very interesting further elucidate the interplay

between the integrable and the conformal structure of Liouville theory.

A. Asymptotic behavior of Q-operators

Let us first note that the Q-operators for Liouville theory and for the KdV model have the same

asymptotic behavior. To this aim let us consider the eigenvalue equation in the formh q jQ�Liou(u) j t i = q�(u) h q j t i ; (A.1)

whereh q j is a generalized eigenstate ofQ�Liou(u)with eigenvalueq�(u), andj t i is a test function

from a suitable dense subspaceT ofH like those defined in [BT06]. The left hand side of (A.1)

can be represented as Z dx0dx h q0 jx0 i hx0 jY�Liou(u) jx i ; (A.2)

whereh q0 j � h q jY�11 . Following [BT06, Section 4.2.] it is not hard to see that thebulk of the

domain of integration overx0, x gives contributions which decay exponentially whenjuj ! 1.

One may observe, however, that the integration overx0 may receive contributions from the

region in the integration overx0 wherexr = yr � Æ, Æ ! 1. This is due to the fact that the

wave-functionh q0 jx0 i has plane-wave like behavior w.r.t. the zero modex0 =PNn=1 xn in this

limit. A look at the formula (A.4) for the kernelhx0 jY�Liou(u) jx i then reveals that it becomes

equal to the kernelhx0 jY�KdV(u) jx i for largeÆ. This observation reduces the problem to find

the asymptotic behavior ofQ�Liou(u) to the corresponding problem forQ�KdV(u).
To solve this problem, an alternative integral operator representation will be useful. In order to

find it, let us consider a variant of the Q-operators defined as~Q+(u) = (Q+(s+))�1 � Q+(u) ; ~Q�(u) = (Q�(s�))�1 � Q�(u) : (A.3)
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One advantage of the Q-operators~Q+(u) and ~Q�(u) is the fact that the kernels representing

these operators can be written in an even more explicit form,hx0 j ~Q+(u) jx i = NYn=1W�2s+i�(x0n + x0n+1)W u�s(x0n � xr)W+u+s(x0n�1 + xn) ; (A.4)hx0 j ~Q�(u) jx i = NYn=1W�u�s(x0n�1 + xn)W u+s(x0n � xn)W+i��2s(xn + xn+1) ; (A.5)

Let h t j, t = (t1; : : : ; tN) now be the generalized eigenstates of the operatorsun such thath t j un = h t j e�btn. By means of straightforward computations it is possible toshow thath t0 j ~Q+KdV(u) j t i = Æ(p� p0)Es e��i2 Nu2 e�2�i�rtr� ZR dx e4�ipx NYn=1'(w + x+ �n)'(w � x� �n) ; (A.6)

whereEs is a constant, and we have used the notation2p � PNs=1 ts and�r � Pr�1s=1(t0s � ts).
We are now in the position to prove that~Q+KdV(u) �u!�1Im(u)=onst Es e��i2 Nu2 � e2�ip0(u�s)A++ + e�2�ip0(u�s)A+� � ; (A.7)

whereA+� are operators represented by the kernelsh t0 jA+� j t i = Æ(p� p0) e�2�i�rtr ZR dy e�4�ipy NYr=1'�y � �r + i2�� ; (A.8)

respectively. Indeed, it is easy to see that the dominant contributions to the asymptoticsu !1 come from the region in the integration overx where jxj � u. In order to isolate the

contributions fromx � u = O(1), respectively, let us change the variable of integration toy� = u�s2 � x. Taking into account that'(x) � 1 for x ! 1 it becomes easy to verify our

claim.
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